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By Lance Parkin

Oldcastle Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. For more than 30 years, from his earliest work in underground Arts Lab projects,
through the From Hell and America s Best Comics period, to the current and controversial Lost Girls,
Moore has pushed the perimeter of the comic s medium. Moore s work crosses genre boundaries
like few others, ranging from farce and high comedy to the dark, grim work that epitomized the
graphics novel and comics revolution of the late 1980s. This book examines recurring themes and
how Moore s work has evolved over the years from his early comic work in Captain Britain and 2000
AD, through milestone series like V for Vendetta, Miracleman, Swamp Thing, and Watchmen, to the
genre-stretching works Lost Girls and The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen. As well as an
introductory essay, this book is a comprehensive survey of the many faces of Alan Moore s career--
Moore the pop icon, Moore the performance artist and magician, Moore the novelist and, above all,
Moore the writer who helped change the face of comics forever. It also contains a complete list of his
works, including projects that never saw the...
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely simple way
and is particularly simply right after i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clementina Cole V-- Ms. Clementina Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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